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Recently, similar magnetic excitations
have been observed in high-transition-
temperature (high-Tc) cuprates by time-
of-flight neutron spectrometer, namely, a
characteristic hourglass-like magnetic exci-
tation [1, 2]. The resonance peak appears
at Q=(π,π) and ω ∼ 40 meV, which corre-
sponds to the crossing point of upward and
downward dispersions in the hourglass-
like dispersion. The resonance peak in the
YBCO and Bi2212 systems grows below Tc
like an order parameter, and the resonance
energy Eres is scaled by Tc (5.8kBTc). Al-
though there is no clear enhancement of the
intensity at the crossing point in the LSCO
system, the energy of the crossing point
(Ecross) scales with Tc (Ecross ∼ 12kBTc) [3].

The impurity effects on Cu sites, par-
ticularly nonmagnetic Zn2+ (S = 0) and
magnetic Ni2+ (S = 1), have been used
to study the correlation between mag-
netism and superconductivity because im-
purity substitution can control Tc with-
out changing the carrier number and lat-
tice properties. Recently, we have stud-
ied magnetic excitations in impurity-doped
La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−yNiyO4 by neutron scatter-
ing and have found that Ecross for Ni:
y = 0.029 is decreased down to 15 meV,
which is nearly the same ratio as the re-
duction in Tc [4]. In order to study
universality of Ni-doping effect on hour-
glass like magnetic excitation in high-Tc
cuprates,, we performed inelastic neutron
scattering study of Ni-doping effect on
magnetic excitation in optimally doped
Bi2.1Sr1.9CaCu1.96Ni0.04O8. Neutron scat-
tering experiments were performed on the
triple-axis spectrometer TOPAN installed
at the JRR-3 Reactor of the JAEA.

Figure 1 shows constant-E profile in
Bi2.1Sr1.9CaCu1.96Ni0.04O8 at T = 1.2 and

100 K. At ω = 41 meV, we observed sym-
metrical peak structure around antiferro-
magnetic zone center (π, π) (h = 0.5 in
Fig. 1) instead of a resonance peak appear-
ing at (π, π) and ω = 41 meV in the pris-
tine Bi2212 [5]. However, there is no clear
difference between T = 1.2 and 100 K. In
addition, we could not see clear resonance
peak below ω = 41 meV. Furthere study
with larger single crystal should be neces-
sary to clarify Ni-doping effect on the reso-
nance peak in Bi2212.
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Fig. 1. Constant-E profile in
Bi2.1Sr1.9CaCu1.96Ni0.04O8 at T = 1.2 and 100 K.
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